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Every good traveler plans his or her itinerary carefully to use time well and benefit as much as
possible from the trip. I did not have an agenda, however. I wanted to travel Middle Eastern style,
that is, with no prior planning. It would have been a nuisance to stick to a set timetable in a
country that was, except for the language, entirely alien to me. I had decided to spend five weeks
in Iran and had certain ideas as to what and whom I wanted to see, but my choices had to be la
carte one bite at a time. I wanted to feel the pulse of the country by meeting and talking to as
many people as possible. I knew that as a man traveling alone in a Moslem country I faced
certain limitations. My quest had to be limited to interacting with men, with little exposure to
women and their concerns.

Learn about Iran, (ancient Persia) a fascinating and misunderstood country. --Eden Naby Frye
November 23, 2005 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorThe
author is an expatriate Iranian who returns to Iran after decades of absence and writes about his
experience. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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PREFACE “Don’t go to that hellhole!” was the immediate response of an old Iranian friend when
I told him that I had decided to visit Iran after almost forty years. His remarks typified the feelings
of many Iranians who live in the United States and had followed the sad events in Iran after the
fall of the Shah and the establishment of the Islamic Republic. The occupation of the U.S.
embassy in Tehran in 1979 and the subsequent hostage taking were low points in the self-
esteem and pride of many secular Iranians.Initially, I had planned to take my American-born wife
with me. She was not eager to visit Iran, however, since wearing the mandatory Islamic garb was
something she would not consider. “No mullah is going to tell me how to dress!” Her
unwillingness to travel was reinforced by the many unfavorable remarks made by friends and
members of her family. The fact that there were no diplomatic relations between the United
States and the Islamic Republic of Iran was a major and understandable drawback. Islam does
have a negative image in the West, especially because of how it portrays and treats women. My
wife was warned repeatedly that going to Iran was a grave mistake, since I could “dump” her
easily and marry whomever I wanted and she would have absolutely no recourse. To add insult
to injury, a friend of ours, known for his sense of humor, had told her that in Iran she was worth at
least two camels!Poor Iran! A country with a glorious five—thousand-year history and a
remarkable a heritage in the arts, literature, architecture, and science, is now placed at the
bottom of the heap and labeled as a pariah state. Iran (or Persia, as she was known from



antiquity) was where the concept of one omnipotent and invisible god was born. This belief later
exerted undeniable influences on Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and northern Buddhism. Iranians
— these gracious, hospitable, and kind people, so proud of their ancient history, poetic
traditions, and rich language—certainly do not deserve such indignity. The Iran that I always
remembered was the soft and graceful Iran, not the Iran of the fire-breathing mullahs preaching
death and destruction. The constant images of thousands of angry, ugly, and bearded men,
swinging their clenched fists at the world, together with screaming women, covered from head to
toe in the black, tent-like cloths called chadors, did not truly represent a refined people.Reza
Shah, founder of the Pahlavi dynasty, had decreed that rugs that were woven in Iran and
exported and Iranians who had renounced their citizenship must never return to Iran.
Fortunately, the law was later changed to allow the expatriate Iranians to return but with an
Iranian passport. I applied to the Interest Section of the Islamic Republic of Iran (in the Embassy
of Pakistan) in Washington, D.C., for a new passport and was issued one promptly.Every good
traveler plans his or her itinerary carefully to use time well and benefit as much as possible from
the trip. I did not have an agenda, however. I wanted to travel Middle Eastern style, that is, with
no prior planning. It would have been a nuisance to stick to a set timetable in a country that was,
except for the language, entirely alien to me. I had decided to spend five weeks in Iran and had
certain ideas as to what and whom I wanted to see, but my choices had to be “à la carte” — one
bite at a time. I wanted to feel the pulse of the country by meeting and talking to as many people
as possible. I knew that as a man traveling alone in a Moslem country I faced certain limitations.
My quest had to be limited to interacting with men, with little exposure to women and their
concerns. ARRIVAL Thursday, May 2, 2002Iranians do not allow international flights to land in
Tehran’s Mehrabad airport before midnight. Because of inadequate facilities, daytime landings
are limited to domestic flights. It was barely after midnight when the plane started to descend.
After so many years I could now see the blinking lights of Tehran, a much bigger city than the
one that I had left in my late teens. Suddenly the feeling of being so close to the place of my
youth became overwhelming.The pilot announced that the plane was ready to land. There was
some commotion in the plane when, to conform to Islamic regulations, the female passengers,
all Iranian, started putting on their rusaries (head scarves) and wiping off their makeup. They
were all wearing the required formless, dark, and long manteaus (overcoats) that covered their
entire body down to their ankles. It was evident that, from this point, we were entering a different
world.I had left a country that was named Iran. Now I was returning a different state. It so
happens that Iran is also a female name. Once in power, the ruling clerics had found it abhorrent
to share the name of the country with females. The country’s name was changed to: “the Islamic
Republic of Iran” or simply “the Islamic Republic.”As we were leaving the plane, I asked one of
the flight attendants if the members of the crew (all Western) were staying in Tehran. “We never
do,” she said. “The cabin will be cleaned, and as soon as the departing passengers are seated,
we will fly back.”It was time to climb down the stairs and proceed to the passport control office. In
Chicago, where I live, an Iranian friend who was born and raised in a devout Moslem family in



Tehran, had told me about experiencing a sudden panic attack at this moment. He had to be
helped away from the exit door and was asked to sit and rest for a while. After recovering he had
stepped down but had continued to feel uncomfortable. He had also said, “I was entering my
own country but felt insecure. I knew that I had no personal liberties, and my fate was going to be
determined by some young Islamic peasant brandishing a gun.”I was apprehensive but had no
such dreadful feelings. I had heard horror stories from other visiting Iranians but was hoping that
the government had backed off from its atrocious deeds. I was feeling uncomfortable, though,
since I did not know what to expect. After all, I had been living in the United States, “the Great
Satan” and Iran’s main enemy for a long time. Here I was, a lonely expatriate returning to the
country of his birth. I had no relatives or friends here and was uncertain about the immediate
future.The interior of the airport entrance hall had barely changed since I left it in the early
sixties. Everything appeared dated. The airport did not seem to belong to one of the richest oil—
exporting countries in the world. Islam forbids representation of living beings, since only Allah
creates life and He should not be copied. Now in the airport entrance hall of this Islamic country,
we were immediately confronted with three large portraits of Iran’s Shi’a triumvirate: Khomeini,
Khamenei, and Khatami. All the three bearded clerics were wearing black turbans (not the usual
white ones) indicating their revered status as seyyeds, direct descendants of the Prophet
Mohammad. The portrait of Khomeini, once an obscure former theologian and now the
semidivine ruler of the country, was the most prominent and was placed in the center. He had a
smirk and was looking at us with shifty eyes. Khamenei, Khomeini’s hand—picked successor
and the Supreme Leader, was on the left. He was wearing dark, square—rimmed glasses and
looked like a kind but bored merchant in the bazaar. Khatami, the present president, was the
most photogenic of the three. He had a warm smile and for a long time had been the darling
cleric of Iran.In the room there were no mean—looking pasdars clutching their rifles. These
members of the militia, dressed in green fatigues and wearing short stubby beards, are “‘the
young Islamic peasants”‘ that my panic-stricken friend had referred to. Maybe they were waiting
outside.Following the rest of the passengers, I stood in line to have my passports checked.
There were two agents sitting in the booths. A sour—looking young woman was seated in the left
one. She exposed only her face and hands and was clad in a black hood and the standard black
Islamic uniform,—the hejab. She did not have any makeup on but could have used some. A
bearded young man was seated in the right booth and appeared to have a better disposition. (By
now we had been exposed to the two trademarks of Islam: the hejab and the beard.) I stood in
the line leading to the man’s booth. A friendly Iranian returning from Florida was in front of me
and, after hearing that I had been away for so many years, started giving me tips about life in
Iran and assured me that I would have a pleasant and safe stay. “The situation has changed
much in recent years. The pasdars do not bother people as they used to in the past.”When my
turn came, I handed my Iranian passport to the agent. There was an old noisy computer in front
of him. He typed for a while and after several minutes looked at me and then reexamined my
passport. He typed more but appeared bewildered. I was starting to get apprehensive. Did his



looks mean trouble? He summoned one of the supervisors, and that added to my fears. The
supervisor, another properly bearded gentleman, went over my passport, looked at me and at
the screen, and then asked me if I had left the country legally. I told him that I had. To my delight,
he nodded to the agent and handed him the passport. The agent stamped it and handed it to
me, saying “welcome to Iran.” All that pointless anxiety! From now on I was on my own in a
country foreign to me except that I looked like the rest and spoke the language.There was a
money exchange office near the exit door. On the wall and behind the bearded clerk was a
poster. It displayed a quote by the Prophet Mohammad, written in Persian and Arabic: PRAYER
IS LIKE A LIGHT FOR THE BELIEVER. When I left Iran, one U.S. dollar was worth seven tomans
but now it was worth eight hundred—a clear indication of the economic decline of the country.
(Officially each toman is ten rials but since rials are so worthless now, each toman is considered
to be ten thousand rials.) I changed one hundred dollars and was given loads of worn-out 10,000
—rial bills with Khomeini’s image on each. The bills amounted to a thick, soft brick, and I had a
hard time stuffing them in my pant pocket.I walked past the two agents sitting by the custom
office, but there was no inspection. I asked a porter where the taxi station was. “You must leave
the building. The ajens has a gishe in front and there you must first pay the fare and then find a
driver.” In my reacclimatization to the country, I had just heard two long—forgotten borrowed
French words: agence (agency, in Iran always meaning a taxi office) and guichet (booking, a
stand or booth).There were no gun—toting vigilantes in the poorly lit waiting hall. At this early
hour, the room was crowded with scruffy-looking men, some wearing beards and all dressed in
shabby clothes. All the women were covered with baggy, all—encompassing chadors. There
were a few stands open, selling candies and souvenirs. A melancholy Arabic lamentation was
being played over the public address system.I went out of the building. It was still dark, and I
could not see the majestic Alborz Mountains in the north. The gishe was in the front and was
surrounded by several men who were scuffling and yelling their destination to the mild-
mannered clerk standing in the booth behind a glass window. I had to join the melee and jostle
my way to him. Iran has adopted a new name, but the line—jumping culture has remained the
same, and it showed here. While working my way to the clerk, I had to elbow away the shouting
men who wanted to get ahead of me and stick their faces in the small opening. Once it was my
turn, with my elbows still spread to both sides, I yelled, “Hotel Azadi!” The clerk, another
disheveled man, calmly said, “Three tomans.” I placed three tired, old 10,000-rial notes on the
counter. He took them and then jotted something on a scrap of paper, which he gave to me. With
my elbows still protecting my position, I asked, “What am I supposed to do with it?” He calmly
said, “The gentlemen drivers are on the right. Give it to the first one who approaches you.”The
fare, equal to $2.80, was a bargain for a long ride to the northeastern part of the city. Tehran is
notorious for its smog. I had chosen to stay in the former Hyatt that was in the north part of the
city and relatively far from the polluted air. During the last years of the Shah’s rule and with the oil
boom of the seventies, many such luxury hotels were built. In 1979, after the revolution, the Hyatt
and other American—owned hotels (such as the Hilton and Sheraton) were confiscated by the



government and renamed. The Hyatt is now called Azadi (Freedom).I was a free man and had
passed two major hurdles, one in the passport office and the other, the more strenuous one, in
front of the gishe. I was looking forward to meeting my first Iranian cabdriver. This ride was going
to be the first of many since I was planning to travel in cabs or buses for many weeks.Cabdrivers
are some of my favorite people in society. In Chicago, I have found these men (who are for the
most part from Third World countries) to be honest, hard—working folk with strong family ties.
Having the advantage of meeting and talking to different people, they develop a good feeling
about the world. I have listened to them talk about their countries and families. The Pakistanis
and Indians have taught me about Kashmir, the Palestinians have lamented about their issues,
the Nigerians have mentioned their tribal differences, and the Ethiopians have educated me
about the conflict with Eritrea. Now I was in Iran and eager to learn about the concerns of the
average citizen. The advantage here was that neither the driver nor I would be speaking with an
accent.

PREFACE “Don’t go to that hellhole!” was the immediate response of an old Iranian friend when
I told him that I had decided to visit Iran after almost forty years. His remarks typified the feelings
of many Iranians who live in the United States and had followed the sad events in Iran after the
fall of the Shah and the establishment of the Islamic Republic. The occupation of the U.S.
embassy in Tehran in 1979 and the subsequent hostage taking were low points in the self-
esteem and pride of many secular Iranians.Initially, I had planned to take my American-born wife
with me. She was not eager to visit Iran, however, since wearing the mandatory Islamic garb was
something she would not consider. “No mullah is going to tell me how to dress!” Her
unwillingness to travel was reinforced by the many unfavorable remarks made by friends and
members of her family. The fact that there were no diplomatic relations between the United
States and the Islamic Republic of Iran was a major and understandable drawback. Islam does
have a negative image in the West, especially because of how it portrays and treats women. My
wife was warned repeatedly that going to Iran was a grave mistake, since I could “dump” her
easily and marry whomever I wanted and she would have absolutely no recourse. To add insult
to injury, a friend of ours, known for his sense of humor, had told her that in Iran she was worth at
least two camels!Poor Iran! A country with a glorious five—thousand-year history and a
remarkable a heritage in the arts, literature, architecture, and science, is now placed at the
bottom of the heap and labeled as a pariah state. Iran (or Persia, as she was known from
antiquity) was where the concept of one omnipotent and invisible god was born. This belief later
exerted undeniable influences on Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and northern Buddhism. Iranians
— these gracious, hospitable, and kind people, so proud of their ancient history, poetic
traditions, and rich language—certainly do not deserve such indignity. The Iran that I always
remembered was the soft and graceful Iran, not the Iran of the fire-breathing mullahs preaching
death and destruction. The constant images of thousands of angry, ugly, and bearded men,
swinging their clenched fists at the world, together with screaming women, covered from head to



toe in the black, tent-like cloths called chadors, did not truly represent a refined people.Reza
Shah, founder of the Pahlavi dynasty, had decreed that rugs that were woven in Iran and
exported and Iranians who had renounced their citizenship must never return to Iran.
Fortunately, the law was later changed to allow the expatriate Iranians to return but with an
Iranian passport. I applied to the Interest Section of the Islamic Republic of Iran (in the Embassy
of Pakistan) in Washington, D.C., for a new passport and was issued one promptly.Every good
traveler plans his or her itinerary carefully to use time well and benefit as much as possible from
the trip. I did not have an agenda, however. I wanted to travel Middle Eastern style, that is, with
no prior planning. It would have been a nuisance to stick to a set timetable in a country that was,
except for the language, entirely alien to me. I had decided to spend five weeks in Iran and had
certain ideas as to what and whom I wanted to see, but my choices had to be “à la carte” — one
bite at a time. I wanted to feel the pulse of the country by meeting and talking to as many people
as possible. I knew that as a man traveling alone in a Moslem country I faced certain limitations.
My quest had to be limited to interacting with men, with little exposure to women and their
concerns. ARRIVAL Thursday, May 2, 2002Iranians do not allow international flights to land in
Tehran’s Mehrabad airport before midnight. Because of inadequate facilities, daytime landings
are limited to domestic flights. It was barely after midnight when the plane started to descend.
After so many years I could now see the blinking lights of Tehran, a much bigger city than the
one that I had left in my late teens. Suddenly the feeling of being so close to the place of my
youth became overwhelming.The pilot announced that the plane was ready to land. There was
some commotion in the plane when, to conform to Islamic regulations, the female passengers,
all Iranian, started putting on their rusaries (head scarves) and wiping off their makeup. They
were all wearing the required formless, dark, and long manteaus (overcoats) that covered their
entire body down to their ankles. It was evident that, from this point, we were entering a different
world.I had left a country that was named Iran. Now I was returning a different state. It so
happens that Iran is also a female name. Once in power, the ruling clerics had found it abhorrent
to share the name of the country with females. The country’s name was changed to: “the Islamic
Republic of Iran” or simply “the Islamic Republic.”As we were leaving the plane, I asked one of
the flight attendants if the members of the crew (all Western) were staying in Tehran. “We never
do,” she said. “The cabin will be cleaned, and as soon as the departing passengers are seated,
we will fly back.”It was time to climb down the stairs and proceed to the passport control office. In
Chicago, where I live, an Iranian friend who was born and raised in a devout Moslem family in
Tehran, had told me about experiencing a sudden panic attack at this moment. He had to be
helped away from the exit door and was asked to sit and rest for a while. After recovering he had
stepped down but had continued to feel uncomfortable. He had also said, “I was entering my
own country but felt insecure. I knew that I had no personal liberties, and my fate was going to be
determined by some young Islamic peasant brandishing a gun.”I was apprehensive but had no
such dreadful feelings. I had heard horror stories from other visiting Iranians but was hoping that
the government had backed off from its atrocious deeds. I was feeling uncomfortable, though,



since I did not know what to expect. After all, I had been living in the United States, “the Great
Satan” and Iran’s main enemy for a long time. Here I was, a lonely expatriate returning to the
country of his birth. I had no relatives or friends here and was uncertain about the immediate
future.The interior of the airport entrance hall had barely changed since I left it in the early
sixties. Everything appeared dated. The airport did not seem to belong to one of the richest oil—
exporting countries in the world. Islam forbids representation of living beings, since only Allah
creates life and He should not be copied. Now in the airport entrance hall of this Islamic country,
we were immediately confronted with three large portraits of Iran’s Shi’a triumvirate: Khomeini,
Khamenei, and Khatami. All the three bearded clerics were wearing black turbans (not the usual
white ones) indicating their revered status as seyyeds, direct descendants of the Prophet
Mohammad. The portrait of Khomeini, once an obscure former theologian and now the
semidivine ruler of the country, was the most prominent and was placed in the center. He had a
smirk and was looking at us with shifty eyes. Khamenei, Khomeini’s hand—picked successor
and the Supreme Leader, was on the left. He was wearing dark, square—rimmed glasses and
looked like a kind but bored merchant in the bazaar. Khatami, the present president, was the
most photogenic of the three. He had a warm smile and for a long time had been the darling
cleric of Iran.In the room there were no mean—looking pasdars clutching their rifles. These
members of the militia, dressed in green fatigues and wearing short stubby beards, are “‘the
young Islamic peasants”‘ that my panic-stricken friend had referred to. Maybe they were waiting
outside.Following the rest of the passengers, I stood in line to have my passports checked.
There were two agents sitting in the booths. A sour—looking young woman was seated in the left
one. She exposed only her face and hands and was clad in a black hood and the standard black
Islamic uniform,—the hejab. She did not have any makeup on but could have used some. A
bearded young man was seated in the right booth and appeared to have a better disposition. (By
now we had been exposed to the two trademarks of Islam: the hejab and the beard.) I stood in
the line leading to the man’s booth. A friendly Iranian returning from Florida was in front of me
and, after hearing that I had been away for so many years, started giving me tips about life in
Iran and assured me that I would have a pleasant and safe stay. “The situation has changed
much in recent years. The pasdars do not bother people as they used to in the past.”When my
turn came, I handed my Iranian passport to the agent. There was an old noisy computer in front
of him. He typed for a while and after several minutes looked at me and then reexamined my
passport. He typed more but appeared bewildered. I was starting to get apprehensive. Did his
looks mean trouble? He summoned one of the supervisors, and that added to my fears. The
supervisor, another properly bearded gentleman, went over my passport, looked at me and at
the screen, and then asked me if I had left the country legally. I told him that I had. To my delight,
he nodded to the agent and handed him the passport. The agent stamped it and handed it to
me, saying “welcome to Iran.” All that pointless anxiety! From now on I was on my own in a
country foreign to me except that I looked like the rest and spoke the language.There was a
money exchange office near the exit door. On the wall and behind the bearded clerk was a



poster. It displayed a quote by the Prophet Mohammad, written in Persian and Arabic: PRAYER
IS LIKE A LIGHT FOR THE BELIEVER. When I left Iran, one U.S. dollar was worth seven tomans
but now it was worth eight hundred—a clear indication of the economic decline of the country.
(Officially each toman is ten rials but since rials are so worthless now, each toman is considered
to be ten thousand rials.) I changed one hundred dollars and was given loads of worn-out 10,000
—rial bills with Khomeini’s image on each. The bills amounted to a thick, soft brick, and I had a
hard time stuffing them in my pant pocket.I walked past the two agents sitting by the custom
office, but there was no inspection. I asked a porter where the taxi station was. “You must leave
the building. The ajens has a gishe in front and there you must first pay the fare and then find a
driver.” In my reacclimatization to the country, I had just heard two long—forgotten borrowed
French words: agence (agency, in Iran always meaning a taxi office) and guichet (booking, a
stand or booth).There were no gun—toting vigilantes in the poorly lit waiting hall. At this early
hour, the room was crowded with scruffy-looking men, some wearing beards and all dressed in
shabby clothes. All the women were covered with baggy, all—encompassing chadors. There
were a few stands open, selling candies and souvenirs. A melancholy Arabic lamentation was
being played over the public address system.I went out of the building. It was still dark, and I
could not see the majestic Alborz Mountains in the north. The gishe was in the front and was
surrounded by several men who were scuffling and yelling their destination to the mild-
mannered clerk standing in the booth behind a glass window. I had to join the melee and jostle
my way to him. Iran has adopted a new name, but the line—jumping culture has remained the
same, and it showed here. While working my way to the clerk, I had to elbow away the shouting
men who wanted to get ahead of me and stick their faces in the small opening. Once it was my
turn, with my elbows still spread to both sides, I yelled, “Hotel Azadi!” The clerk, another
disheveled man, calmly said, “Three tomans.” I placed three tired, old 10,000-rial notes on the
counter. He took them and then jotted something on a scrap of paper, which he gave to me. With
my elbows still protecting my position, I asked, “What am I supposed to do with it?” He calmly
said, “The gentlemen drivers are on the right. Give it to the first one who approaches you.”The
fare, equal to $2.80, was a bargain for a long ride to the northeastern part of the city. Tehran is
notorious for its smog. I had chosen to stay in the former Hyatt that was in the north part of the
city and relatively far from the polluted air. During the last years of the Shah’s rule and with the oil
boom of the seventies, many such luxury hotels were built. In 1979, after the revolution, the Hyatt
and other American—owned hotels (such as the Hilton and Sheraton) were confiscated by the
government and renamed. The Hyatt is now called Azadi (Freedom).I was a free man and had
passed two major hurdles, one in the passport office and the other, the more strenuous one, in
front of the gishe. I was looking forward to meeting my first Iranian cabdriver. This ride was going
to be the first of many since I was planning to travel in cabs or buses for many weeks.Cabdrivers
are some of my favorite people in society. In Chicago, I have found these men (who are for the
most part from Third World countries) to be honest, hard—working folk with strong family ties.
Having the advantage of meeting and talking to different people, they develop a good feeling



about the world. I have listened to them talk about their countries and families. The Pakistanis
and Indians have taught me about Kashmir, the Palestinians have lamented about their issues,
the Nigerians have mentioned their tribal differences, and the Ethiopians have educated me
about the conflict with Eritrea. Now I was in Iran and eager to learn about the concerns of the
average citizen. The advantage here was that neither the driver nor I would be speaking with an
accent.Leaving the gishe and holding my suitcase, I was approached by a ‘“gentleman driver.”‘
He was in his mid-twenties, and following the now—evident mode de jour of the country, had a
five-day growth of beard. He appeared dour and, like all the other men I had seen so far, was
dressed shabbily. He asked for the piece of paper, and I handed it to him. After looking at it he
muttered something that I presumed meant—”wait here.” After a few minutes he appeared in a
beat-up Paykan. These replicas of old British Hillmans are assembled in Iran and are the
quintessential cars of the country. So far, he had not resembled the usually friendly Chicago
cabdrivers, but nevertheless I sat next to him, hoping to be able to schmooze a bit.In Chicago,
and I am sure in the rest of the world, cabdrivers tend to devise little shrines in front of them.
Hanging from the rearview mirror could be beads, crosses, talismans, amulets, replicas of Hindu
deities, tiny national flags, pictures of the Madonna and Child, inscriptions from the Qor’an, or
’pictures of the driver’s children. It is as if the men who spend long hours sitting behind the wheel
try to keep a bond with their lives, a bond that includes families, faith, or country. In this cab there
were no such mementos. The cab had the warmth of a hearse, and in fact the gloomy and
detached driver seemed to be driving one—his.The urban sprawl was evident soon after we left
the airport. In the past this airport had been in the suburbs, but now it was in the city. The former
two-lane road was now a wide highway. Many trees had been planted. We drove around the
inverted Y—shaped Azadi monument, in a meydan (square) by that name that has become the
symbol of Tehran. One of our relatives used to live on the south side of the square where the
monument is, but now that whole block had disappeared. A new beltway was merging near the
square. In these early hours it was easy to drive around without being slowed by the famously
outrageous traffic of this overpopulated city.To start a conversation, I mentioned that many years
ago relatives of mine used to live there. “Yes, things have changed, “ he said sarcastically.I
continued the small talk. Despite his initial somber looks, he was the typical polite Persian, and,
fortunately, he turned out to be talkative too. I asked him if he was born and raised in Tehran.
“Yes, I was born and raised in this dump we call Tehran.” He went on to say that after graduating
from the university, he had looked for a job but was unable to find one. Now, for a pittance, he
had to drive a cab on the midnight shift. Of the three tomans that I had paid the ajens, he would
collect two. With that he had to pay for repairs, car insurance, and gas. I was the second
passenger he had had during this shift, and after dropping me, he was returning to the airport
and hoped to pick up at least one more fare. He lived with his infirm elderly parents in a two-
room apartment. His father collected a meager pension from the government. He felt that the
country was in a horrible mess. The unemployment rate was high. Corruption was rampant in the
government and society. The clergy who now ruled the country did not know anything about



governance and should have stayed in their mosques.As we drove by a city square, a large
portrait of Khomeini was hanging on a building. He pointed to it and said “That old fox was the
cause of all of our problems!” He added, “That mollah [as mullahs, i.e., Islamic clerics, are called
in Iran] urinated on the country and on all of us!” It was hard to believe I was hearing such strong
denunciations about the mastermind of the Islamic Revolution and the founder of the Islamic
stateState. After all, who are all those thousands of Iranians demonstrating in the streets and
mosques and universities, whom we see on our TV screens in the West? I asked him about
them. “They are all lackeys of the state and are professional demonstrators who are paid to
chant and scream slogans against Americans, Zionists, and Israel.” (Later in my travels, I
learned that he was not a lone unhappy soul. Cursing at the mollahs, especially Khomeini, had
become the mantra of the country.)Moslems do not tolerate any criticism of their faith, especially
by non—Moslems. I am not a Moslem. I am a member of the minuscule Christian and ethnically
Assyrian minority of Iran. Our ancestors, it is assumed, were descendants of the old Assyrian
and Babylonian empires. After their capital, Babylon, was overtaken by Cyrus II “the Great” of
Persia in 539 bc, they were left in several parts of the Middle East, Iraq being the main one. At
that time, northwestern Persia (the present province of Western Azarbaijan), was a part of the
empire, and some of the Assyrians (who in the early centuries had converted to Christianity)
have been living there ever since. Throughout centuries and despite repeated atrocities
committed by the ruling Moslems, Assyrians have preserved their Christian faith and their old
Syriac (neo—Aramaic) language and script.Before I left for Iran, my wife, relatives, and friends
had advised me not to be critical of anything that I saw or heard. An Assyrian friend, a veteran of
the Iran—Iraq war, had actually advised me to put a plug in one ear, a blinder on one eye, and a
zipper on my mouth. “If you plan to return, try to see and hear as little as possible and never
open your mouth to criticize. Moslems don’t take criticism lightly, especially when it is about their
religion. Once you are back, you can tell us all about it.”As counseled by all, I was silent, but now
the driver was not. He asked, “Why did you leave a country like Amrika and come to this hell?” I
told him that it was nostalgia for the past. “What nostalgia? You have come all this way to see
misery, unemployment, corruption, prostitution, and drug addiction? If I were you I would return
to the airport and take the same plane back. That’s what I would have done. I would not have
stayed in this dungeon!”He left me in front of the hotel. After having cleared the passport control
formality and before meeting the driver, I had been all psyched up to enjoy a long—delayed visit
to the fatherland. There is nothing as discouraging as listening to a welcoming statement where
one is advised to leave the country of one’s birth.The hotel lobby was empty and appeared to
belong to another era. The machine—made rugs covering the floor showed their age and had
patches of wear here and there. The faded wallpaper and the furniture had outlived their
usefulness. The doors and walls needed a good coat of varnish. There were portraits of the three
prominent clerics on the front wall. Missing from the postrevolutionary era were banners saying
“Death to America.”An elderly man, wearing a faded gray uniform, greeted me and carried my
suitcase to the reception desk. A lone clerk was seated behind the counter, immersed in his



paper work. Without any introductions, he pushed a form toward me and, in English, asked me
to complete it.Iranians have this dual billing system that irks foreigners. In hotels, museums, and
bus stations, there are two rates—one for the locals and the other for foreigners. I was carrying
an Iranian passport and immune to the higher and sometimes exorbitant foreigners’ rates.
Behind the clerk was a panel listing the room rates in English. The rate for a single room was
$160. Next to it and in Persian, the same room was listed for the equivalent of $27. I asked the
clerk in Persian if there was a separate form to be filled by Persians. He apologized for having
mistaken me as a foreigner, pulled another form, and placed it in front of me. I could see his
point; any returning local visitor would have been picked up by relatives with many fanfares and
taken home.Credit cards are not accepted in Iran. The clerk discreetly asked me to pay cash for
the first two nights, which I did. After counting the many worn notes he gave me a receipt and
then placed my passport in an envelope. I asked for the passport back, but he told me it would
be returned to me when I checked out. At first I thought that he was keeping it, as is done in
some countries, to ensure that the bill was paid, but I had already paid for the first two nights. He
explained that it was the government’s policy to check the identification papers of every hotel
guest in the country daily. The inspection is done by the Office of Information Services (Edarey-e
Etelaa’t), which is the old SAVAK (the Shah’s dreaded secret police) reborn. Either an agent
visits the hotel late at night, or the hotel sends one of its employees to the office with the
passports in the morning.Before leaving, I asked the clerk why there was this double billing
system that discriminated against the visiting foreigners. “We do not discriminate against them.
The lower rates are a break for the Iranians, since they would never be able to afford the higher
rates.”The porter helped me to the room. The elevator, like the rest of the hotel, was old. The
door needed a thorough varnish, the knobs were worn, and once the elevator started moving, it
began to squeak. As we were climbing, I asked the porter about the number of guests, and he
did not hesitate to say that business was bad. “Only a few tourists or foreign businessmen stay
here these days. It is not like the time when the Americans built it.” I asked if there were any
Americans mong the guests. ““They rarely come.”The room, although clean, had seen better
days too. As in the rest of the hotel, its decor belonged to the seventies. The rug and wallpaper
were faded. A small, old-fashioned, portable TV set was placed on top of an old chest. The room
had other peculiarities. On the ceiling was painted a large arrow aiming toward the southwest,
with Qebleh (Qibla in Arabic) written on it. Qibla is the Ka’bah, that square, stony structure in
Mecca, Saudi Arabia, that is shrouded with a black cloth and is the central sanctuary of the
whole Muslim world. The Ka’bah is profoundly sacred to Moslems, who consider it to be the
House of God, and the faithful—over one billion two hundred million of them—are required to
face it at least five times a day and pray.In the closet were a Qor’an (with Persian translation
written in small letters underneath the Arabic verses), a prayer book in Arabic, a machine—
woven small prayer mat, and an ocher—colored round small clay seal called a ‘mohr.’ The clay
for the mohr is brought from the Karbala desert (in central Iraq, near the holy city of Najaf) where
Hoseyn, the grandson of the Prophet was slain in ad 680. To remember his martyrdom, the Shi’a



place the mohr before them on the prayer mat and touch it with their foreheads when
prostrating.To my amazement, there was a Western—style toilet and toilet paper in addition to
the water hose used by Moslems to clean themselves. I had read in the Iranian newspapers that
immediately after the revolution, all the Western—built luxury hotels were occupied by Islamic
fanatics who were acting as vigilantes of the new regime. These sworn enemies of the West had
emptied all the liquor and wine bottles into the sewers. Western—style toilets were removed and
replaced with that bane of western females, the hole-in-the-ground, Eastern—styles ones.Islam
has strict rituals about the proper daily conduct of the believer in all aspects of daily life, which
must be followed scrupulously. Among the many rituals are those concerning proper hygiene
and the proper way to relieve oneself of bodily wastes. The believer must use water (not paper)
and wash with his left hand, keeping the right hand for eating. While relieving himself, either
indoors or outdoors, he must at no time face the Ka’bah but must be looking at an angle away
from it. The toilet seats in this hotel were built such that this requirement was met.I opened the
curtains to look at the sprawling city lying in front of me. It was on the lower plateau leading south
toward the dry plain. Tehran has certainly grown in the last forty years. It was and still is an ugly
and poorly planned metropolis with no endearing features. I could see the new highways
encircling the city and new, ugly high-rises. There was more congestion than in the past, but also
more trees. In the early-morning light, I could barely see the city’s infamous smog.In its early
days, Tehran used to be inhabited by troglodytes and brigands who hid themselves in
underground caves in the southern parts. The cruel Aqa Mohammad Khan, “the Eunuch,”
founder of the Qajar dynasty, chose it as his future capital in 1789. From that humble and
inglorious beginning, the capital has grown and now boasts fifteen million inhabitants who live in
this congested and drab metropolis.At last I could enjoy being in Iran, and, despite what the
driver had said, it was a good feeling. The desire to return had preoccupied me for several years.
I left Iran during the last ’shah’s regime, vowing never to set my foot in it again. The autocratic
and brutal rule of the Shah with his corrupt and self—serving family members, the crooked
courtiers, the sycophantic ministers and politicians, and the whole system of shady dealings and
graft were enough to convince me that there were better places to live. Once in the United
States, I could appreciate freedom for the first time—something I was never exposed to before.
In the early seventies and during the bloody days of the Vietnam War, although not yet a citizen
of the United States, I had received a letter and a draft card, instructing me to introduce myself to
a certain office for recruitment. The option of returning to Iran never occurred to me. I registered,
preferring the wet, deadly swamps of Southeast Asia to life in a country with a rotten political
system. Also, since I had decided to stay in the United States, I had considered serving in the
military (with a strong possibility of going to Vietnam) as a good way to earn my citizenship. God
bless the politicians who signed the peace treaty, ending the hostilities and my budding military
career. ONE Friday, May 3 TehranBreakfast was being served in the hotel’s dining hall. The food
items on the buffet table resembled those of any good hotel in the world, except for the
unappetizing and pale—looking, non-pork Islamic sausages and cold cuts. One of the warm



containers displayed a yellowish, gooey substance that resembled eggs. I asked one of the
waiters in Persian what it was. He answered in English: “This is e-scrambled eggs.” I
remembered that Persians, like Spanish speakers, must add an‘ e’ in front of any word beginning
with an‘ s. ‘I then asked him in English, since he obviously wanted to practice, “Why is it so
watery?” “It is done Persian e-style, with milk,” he answered.While having breakfast, I could
observe and listen to the other guests. All were Western—looking men, and, unlike the Persians,
they were well shaved and wore ties. Most were carrying attaché cases. They were seated in
small groups, and most of the conversations were in German. A few were speaking in a
Scandinavian language, and in a corner were two Italians, gesticulating and talking constantly.
But where were the Americans? Thanks to the mollahs, Iran has denied itself the benefit of
dealing with the strongest economy in the world and with companies and entrepreneurs that
have proven expertise in handling major projects.Some of the waiters were speaking
rAzarbaijani Turkish among themselves. Hearing that Turkish dialect was a delight. We Iranian
Assyrians are natives of Western Azarbaijan, and our ancestors had lived there for centuries,
even before converting to Christianity. In 1915 the Ottoman Turkish regime committed genocide
against the Armenians in Turkey. The Turks later invaded Iran, and, since Assyrians were also
Christians, they too were put to the sword. The holocaust that ensued caused major loss of life
and disruption in the small Assyrian and Armenian ethnic minorities in Iran. Those who survived
the butchery, hunger, and disease then fled either north to Russia or south to northern Iraq or
Tehran. My grandparents fled to France but later returned to Iran, hoping to reclaim their land
and properties. That reclamation was only partially successful, and they eventually settled in
Kermanshah, in the western part of Iran, where my sisters and I were born. Azerbaijani Turkish
was often spoken at home, and we had grown up listening to Turkish music and hearing about
the good life in Urmieh (or Urmi, as Assyrians have called it for centuries) in Western
Azarbaijan.As I was drinking my third cup of tea and enjoying the Turkish spoken by the staff
around me, a well—dressed and good—looking man, with smooth, gray hair combed neatly,
walked into the hall, looked around, and approached me with an extended hand. I stood halfway
to be respectful, extended my hand, and shook his. “You are very welcome; it is nice to see you
today.” I told him that the pleasure was mine and sat back down. I thought that he had mistaken
me for someone else, but he was now approaching the foreigners and wishing them well in
accented English. He returned after having made his rounds, introduced himself as the manager
of the restaurant, and asked if there was anything else he could do. I was being reintroduced to
the warm hospitality of the Persians.I had a few priorities. One was to find my old pal Parviz. We
had been in the same schools from the beginning but had lost track of each other. I also wanted
to see the house in which we used to live. I wanted to go to an Assyrian church to meet fellow
Assyrians and find out how they were being treated by the Islamic government. I hoped to see
Father Youhanna, our priest and Syriac teacher. While in America I had learned more about the
Zoroastrians, and now I wanted to visit their fire temples. After leaving Tehran, I wanted to go to
Kermanshah, my birthplace, near the Iraqi border. I also wanted to visit Urmieh in Azarbaijan as



well as the Shi’a shrine in Mashhad, which is strictly off limits to non-Muslims like me was to be
visited. Then there was the old citadel of Bam near the Pakistani border. Other destinations
included Yazd and Kerman, in the interior of the country, which had strong Zoroastrian
communities. I also contemplated a return visit to the exotic old cities of Shiraz and
Esfehan.Before leaving the hotel, hoping that Parviz was still living in Tehran, I looked around my
room to find a telephone directory. Luckily, Parviz had a double last name: Rezai-e Tehrani.
Finding him would have been more difficult if he had only one, since Parviz is a common male
Persian name, and there are far too many Rezais and Tehranis. As hard as I searched, I could
not find a directory.I went to the lobby and looked in the telephone booth, but it had no directory
either. I asked the gentleman behind the reception desk for one. “There are no telephone
directories in Tehran. There is such an influx of people to the city that it is impossible to catch up
with all the newcomers. The operators should be called for assistance.” The clerk, sensing my
ignorance about Iran, volunteered to call the operator. I gave him Parviz’s full name and added
that I had no idea where he lived, but Tehran would be a good bet. Next I was to be introduced to
Persian politesse. After dialing and waiting for the operator to answer, the clerk started his
inquiry. He first addressed the operator as khanom (lady), and then, after offering his sincere
apologies for having disturbed her, he politely asked whether, if it was not much of a bother, she
would kindly do him the favor of telling him the phone number of so—and—so, living in Tehran.
The number was written down and handed to me. Such polished manners for just a phone call!I
called the number from my room. A young woman answered, and I tried in my best, long—
forgotten Persian telephone manners to ask her about Aqay-e (Mr.) Parviz Rezai-e Tehrani who
attended the same schools with me. To my dismay she told me that he was her late father who
had expired three years earlier from a heart attack. I was saddened and shocked. It felt as if a
part of my youth had vanished suddenly and there was to be no reunion with my old friend.Today
was ’Arba’in, an important day in the Shi’a calendar. On this day the pious are required to pray,
mourn, cry, and beat their heads and breasts. It is not a good day for the visitor planning to see
as much of the city as possible, since all places of interest to tourists are closed.Before leaving
Chicago, I had reviewed some of the history of Islam to understand better the culture of the
country. Iran cannot be appreciated without knowing at least some basic facts about Islam,
especially the Shi’a doctrines and heresy. Religion, and the Shi’a traditions in particular, have an
important place in Iran’s history and have penetrated its inner core. Before the advent of Islam,
the Indo-European Iranians had a unique religion called Zoroastrianism and were enriched with
an advanced culture. After the Arab invasion in the seventh century ad, Iran was transformed
into a quasi-Arab nation, changed far beyond recognition.The historic turning point and the
transformation of the once—mighty but weakened Sasanian Persian Empire was on June 1,
637. On that sunny day in Qadissiyah—on the eastern shores of the Tigris in Iraq—an army of
newly Islamized Bedouins defeated the weak and poorly led Persians. This was the beginning of
the end for the once—great Persian Empire. Following this decisive battle, the victorious, half—
starved children of the desert started the pillage, riding their camels and steeds barefoot and



carrying bows, arrows, and spears, started the pillage.For the Bedouins, there was much to be
thankful for. This was not some ordinary desert raid—a gazu—to attack hapless caravans and
steal their camels and belongings. This was far beyond anyone’s expectations. They had come
to possess and enjoy some of the acclaimed Persian beauties, and had conquered Cetisphone
(Tisfun in Persian), the complex of five royal cities that, at that time, were the richest settlements
in the world. The booty collected in the palaces was more than anyone had envisioned. The
Arab historians—those astute record keepers and observers—have described in detail the
precious spoils of war. As an example, the large rug in the palace woven with gold and silver and
studded with precious jewels was cut into small squares to be distributed among the troops. The
historic bejeweled Persian royal flag was also cut into pieces.It took approximately three
centuries for Persia to become a Moslem state, but separation from the main body of Islam was
to start soon.The Prophet Mohammad had died in ad 632, leaving no male heirs or will.
Following the established line of tribal seniority, his father-in-law, the elderly Abu-Bakr (father of
Aisha, the child bride and favorite of Mohammad’s twenty-three wives) became the successor—
the caliph. Abu-Bakr died of natural causes after two years and was succeeded by Omar, who
ordered the invasion of Persia. Omar was stabbed to death ten years later by Firuz, “Abu Lo’lo,” a
Christian—Persian. Uthman was the next caliph. Fellow Arabs assassinated him after twelve
years. Ali (the Prophet’s son-in-law) was next and, he, too, was stabbed and killed five years later
by a dissident Arab. Thus, of the four initial caliphs of Islam, only the old man Abu-Bakr was to
die of natural causes. The Shi’as believe that Ali was cheated when Abu-Bakr was elected to be
the successor to the Prophet. A schism was formed that has lasted to this day, separating the
main body of Islam into the Sunni majority and the Shi’a minority (numbering only about 80
million). The Shi’as, in addition, believe in different ways of interpreting the Qor’an and the
Hadith (sayings or deeds of the Prophet). Their supreme religious leaders, athe ayatollahs, are
accepted as the true experts of the Islamic doctrines, whereas the Sunnis follow the standard
teachings of Islam.A consequence of the rift between the early Arab converts was the infighting
that led to the assassination of Hoseyn, Ali’s son, in the desert of Karbala. Hoseyn led seventy-
two’ of his followers in the scorching heat, all suffering from thirst, against an army of four
thousand. His heroism and eventual death has made him a mythical hero to the Shi’as. His dying
is commemorated as Tasu’a, and his death on the next day as Ashura, which is the most tragic
event in Shi’ism.Ashura is celebrated with morbid recreations of the sufferings of the saint and
the passion play commemorating the event, called ta’zieh, is held in almost every city and village
in Iran. On these days, the whole country comes to a standstill. Schools, bazaars, stores, and
government offices are all closed. The pious build shrines covered with black drapes and
banners and recite verses from sacred Shi’a books to eulogize the martyrs of Karbala.
Neighborhood actors, groups called dastehs, replay the slaying of Hoseyn. There is much
crying, chanting, self-flagellating (with metallic cat-of-nine tails), and head and chest beating. In
Iran the professional mourners play this ugly live show of medieval religious fanaticism every
year during Ashura. A faith that is enamored with suffering and martyrdom makes the most of it.



The whole country holds a vigil for forty days. Banners in black, reminders of the sad event, are
displayed in the streets, offices, bazaars, and almost everywhere else. Black flags are hung on
poles and walls with writings saying “Ya Hoseyn” or “Ya shohaday-e Karbala” (O Martyrs of
Karbala). No music is played, no weddings are allowed, and visits to the graveyards are
encouraged. Arba’in is the fortieth day after Ashura when, again, the elegies are chanted, street
processions are planned, and self—beatings and wailing are started to commemorate the
macabre historic event. The whole scene is one of serious anguish, piety, and masochistic orgy,
which has come to distinguish the Iranians (and the Shi’as) as eccentrics even among their
fellow Sunni Moslems.Poor Hoseyn! He died in 680 but the Shi’as would not let the luckless
saint rest in peace. He is resurrected every year, mourned with an extravaganza of penance, and
then reburied. He will be resurrected in a year for the same ritual.Hoseyn is always associated
with his elder brother Hassan, who did not share the same fate but fared far better. He was
appointed as the governor of Mecca and, according to the Arab historians, ended up with a
harem of 80 maidens. A far better place to be than in Karbala! (The royal families of Jordan and
Morocco are the direct descendants of Hassan (and, therefore, the Prophet).Christianity has its
twelve disciples. Shi’ism has its twelve saints or emams (imams in Arabic), and that is why
Shi’ism is called “the twelver faith”. When traveling in Iran, the non—Moslem must learn some of
the Shi’a history that followed Ashura. According to the Shi’as, Ali was the first emam. His sons
Hoseyn and Hasan were the second and third. The eleventh offspring of Ali (the twelfth emam)
the al—Mahdi, disappeared in ad 870 and will someday return to redeem the world. Of the
twelve emams, only the eighth,—Reza, is buried in Iran (in Mashhad). (His sister Fatmeh is
buried in Qom.)Having properly educated myself before my arrival, it was now time to explore
the city. Iran is a cheap country for foreigners, and transportation is one of the best bargains. For
that reason I had decided to travel in hired taxis or buses as much as possible. In Iranevery good
hotel has its own ajans to arrange for a car. I went to the bearded gentleman sitting behind the
ajans’ desk and asked for a cab. The rate, as I had expected, was cheap: $3.25 an hour for
driving and $2.40 for waiting.The driver arrived in a few minutes and parked his Iranian—
assembled Peugeot in the driveway. In his early forties, he was good looking, well dressed, and,
for a change, clean—shaven. We shook hands and introduced ourselves. His last name was
Bijan Hamidi. This meant that according to Iranian etiquette, I would always refer to him as Aqay-
e (Mr.) Hamidi, and he in turn, would use the same title when addressing me.Iranians are formal
in their dealings with each other. I had listened to the telephone conversation and now had to
relearn the basics of good and accepted manners in the country. In Iran, acquaintances would
start calling each other by their first names only after long periods of friendship. Women, even
from their early teens, are always referred to as khanom. The Persian language, like all the
Romance languages, also uses the formal plural for respect. The informal Persian to (you) is
only used with children, close friends, or one’s social inferiors.Aqay-e Hamidi and I sat in the
lobby and planned our itinerary before leaving the hotel. All museums and interesting tourist
places were closed. Anticipating the mourning processions and crowds, many streets were



going to be blocked. I told Aqay-e Hamidi that I wanted to see the house where we had lived. It
was in the northern part of the city, but I could not remember the name of the street. I tried to give
him as much information as I could. Fortunately, he was a teenager during the revolution and
remembered the original names of the streets, before they were changed to meet the new
regime’s sensibilities. Two blocks north of our house was the school that my sisters had
attended. I mentioned the name, but it had a new name now. So did the small hospital just north
of it. The main wide street passing nearby, where the U.S. Embassy (the Den of Spies!) used to
be, together with the traversing, tree—filled street, had also new names now. Fortunately, the
University of Tehran, five blocks east of us, was still there and had not gone through a name
change.We had agreed on a plan and were now driving in his Iranian – assembled Peugeot
toward the university. There was little car traffic, and few people were in the streets. Tehran has
turned into such a big city that I had a hard time adjusting to the changes. With the Alborz range
in the north, orientation was easy. We drove south toward the center of town and crossed a
newly built highway encircling the city. As we got closer to the university, we ran into several
roadblocks, each manned by polite security officers. The dasteh was expected to approach,
which meant that seeing the old neighborhood was too much of a hassle.We decided to change
our initial intent and instead head to the south of the city, visit the Khomeini mausoleum, and
then drive to the holy city of Qom. Driving through one of the southern neighborhoods, we ran
into a dasteh where a group of bearded young men, four in a row, wearing black shirts, were
flagellating themselves, with each stroke chanting the names of Hoseyn and Hassan. They were
followed by a contingent of chest—beating women covered in the all-encompassing black
chadors (and resembling crows). The scene may have been a religious showcase
demonstrating the participants’ devotion and piety, but to me it appeared as a grotesque display
of archaic, masochistic religious theatrics performed by a group of zealots.We stopped to have
lunch in a restaurant that Aqay-e Hamidi said was one of the better kebab places in town. We
had to choose from a menu describing the different charcoal—grilled varieties of lamb, veal, and
chicken kebabs, all served with rice, lavash (flat bread), sabzi (fresh herbs), and duq (a yogurt
and water mixture with a sprinkling of dried mint). Alcohol is not served in most Islamic
countries,. Here, we had a choice of several non—alcoholic beverages, each called kola. We
ordered the Zam Zam kola. (An ingenious entrepreneur had come up with the idea of calling one
of the American soft drinks bottled before the revolution Zam Zam kola. The Zam Zam well in
Mecca, next to the Ka’bah, is well known to all Moslems, and no self—respecting mullah would
ban drinking what used to be and still is an American beverage.) We shared chicken and lamb
kebabs with rice. Persians are masters of rice cooking, especially since they grow a good long—
grain variety. The steaming, fluffy rice had an appetizing aroma and enhanced the sizzling,
charcoal-grilled meats. At breakfast in the hotel, a box of tissue papers had been placed on the
table to substitute for napkins. A similar box was on our lunch table. (I later found out that tissue
boxes were the norm in every restaurant in the country.)Iranian restaurants collect bills on an
honor basis. A cashier is always seated by the exit door. The client will tell him what was



consumed, and then the cashier will say “Qabeli nadareh” (It is not worthy, meaning‘ “It is on the
house”‘). This, of course, is only ta’arof (an offer that is meant to be refused). The cashier, after
listening to me, said that ‘it was not worthy’ and, as required by local etiquette and some
insistence on my part and some apologies by him, eventually accepted the equivalent of $3.25
for our meals. , only after offering his apology.Khomeini’s mausoleum was a twenty-minute drive
from where we were. On the way, I could not stop thinking about the circumstances leading to
the Iranian Revolution and comparing it with the revolution in Russia. It is said that history
repeats itself. The two neighboring countries did share similar problems: life under corrupt rulers
with ineffectual politicians at the helm. Czar Nicholas was demoted and shot by the
revolutionaries; the Shah was able to avoid such a fate by flying away from the country, never to
return. Lenin, the mastermind of the Russian Revolution, was plotting in Switzerland and was
brought to Russia in a sealed German train. Khomeini was planning the final stages of his
revolution near Paris and was flown to Iran in an Air France jet. Lenin had Stalin as his ruthless
henchman, and Khomeini had Khalkhali, “the hanging mollah” as his. The subsequent
bloodbaths in both countries were similar, except that one answered to the atheist Marx and the
other to Allah. Both countries ended up with economic systems that were nothing less than
disasters. Russia was later invaded by Germany, which led to a devastating war. Iran was
invaded by Iraq and had to suffer in the war that ensued. While Russians suffered in the Gulag,
Iranians had their prison camps, which were as brutal. Both countries had notorious security
units to spy and silence the opposition in barbaric ways: the KGB in the Soviet Union and SAVAK
in Iran. The Soviet Union did not survive. Iran, judging by historical facts and realities, will not
either.Ruhollah Khomeini, the charismatic and combative theology teacher, became an instant
celebrity when he started preaching and criticizing the unpopular shah from his pulpit in Qom.
His sermons, delivered in a rural, accented Persian, were taped and distributed secretly all over
the country. He used to say what almost every Iranian wanted to say but could not. He never
referred to the Shah by using his many titles, such as Shahansha—the Shah of the Shahs, or
Arya Mehr—the Light of the Aryans. Khomeini, to the delight of millions of Iranians, addressed
His Majesty discourteously as “Aqay-e Shah” or just Mohammad Reza! He addressed him with
the insulting and diminutive informal to when admonishing him for his wrongs, for his un-Islamic
policies such as allowing women to run for office, and for his disregard of the Islamic dress code.
Squandering the finances of the country and befriending Western powers were other frequently
mentioned failings. In Khomeini’s sermons, he also frequently referred disrespectfully to the
Shah’s father, Reza Shah, staunch anticleric and founder of the Pahlavi dynasty. The Shah, a
victim of his own pomposity, provided Khomeini with more ammunition in 1973, when he hosted
an extravagant and farcical spectacle in Persepolis to celebrate the twenty-five—hundredth
anniversary of the Persian Empire. While the Iranian masses were suffering from poverty, foreign
dignitaries, including members of several royal families from around the world, were wined and
dined lavishly by a top—end French catering company.
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ironman96, “Do you want to learn about Iran?. I was impressed with this book from the
beginning. As an American with slightly more than an average understanding of Iran, this book
has been amazingly enlightening. The conversations that Dr. Yelda has with average Iranians
were a wonderful treat. Additionally, amidst the anecdotes and history lessons are powerful
insights into this mysterious country. If you are interested in the culture, history, and people of
Persia, it would be hard to find a better place to start than this book.”

Dr. Homayoon Shidnia, “Great. H.Sh.. Excellent. H.Sh.”

Zo, “Rich narrative.. Incredibly rich narrative of the author's trip through Iran; He did a great job of
really delving into the psychology of Iranians, exploring the rich history of a land with such
centrality to global events, and creating a nostalgia for travel. What I appreciate most is that he
did not talk down to the reader or treat us like outsiders. He found a way to bring us along, to
make us feel that we were right there with him, drinking tea and wandering through ruins.
Excellent, excellent book.”

Eden Naby Frye, “Rich, informative and informed travel account. The author brings a successful
physician's mature and well-traveled focus to bear on the land of his birth. An Assyrian with a
strong sense of identity with Persian heritage and its wealth of art and history, Yelda returns in
2002 despite the momentous changes in 1979 that threw modern Iran into a strange spin away
from a path leading toward modernity and toward its own peculiar form of fanatical Islamic
society. Using dialogue with Iranians of many ethnic and regional backgrounds, as well as a
good grounding in Iran's history, Yelda makes the culture of Iran available to the newcomer to the
subject while at the same time interesting and useful to those familiar with Iran. The graceful
turn of phrase and the beautiful prose style, both spare and detailed, help move the reader from
the Tehran airport in its shabby officiousness to the streets of Urmie, the west Azarbaijan capital
that until 1918 was home to Iran's largest Assyrian, neo-Aramaic speaking, and successful
Christian population. Having lost many members of the generations of his family alive before
1918 to the barbarism that occurred then, Yelda cannot but help see this as the painful part of
Iran's past that it is.The author's eye for the beauty of Iran's momuments, its gardens, its shrines
and far flung desert oases towns like Kerman and Yazd rounds out the writing of a man torn
between his attachment to the Iran that was and his discomfort with the Iran that has come to be
under a capricious and manipulative, but still powerful regime termed by his friends as a
government of peasants with guns. He is sensitive to the ways in which women are treated
under law, the way that non-Muslims survive, and the ever-present insecurity.This is a lovely
book written by a sensitive author. The best travel and history combination about Iran to come
along in many years. If you liked Azar Naficy's READING LOLITA IN TEHRAN but want to visit
outside Tehran too, this is the book to read.Eden Naby Frye”



Francine Pappadis Friedman, “A Persian Odyssey: Iran Revisited. Just one glance at the cover of
Dr. Rami Yelda's book, A Persian Odyssey: Iran Revisited, and I immediately anticipated that its
contents would be as rich, colorful and complex as the photo's exquisite carpet. I was correct.In
a Persian Odyssey: Iran Revisited, Yelda accomplishes the nearly impossible: he literally takes
the reader with him on his journey. You are there as he walks through crowded bazaars; talks to
average Iranians; visits shrines, museums and temples; sits surrounded by beautiful gardens;
shares meals with locals in restaurants; and explores remote towns and villages. You feel his
inner struggle, as he recalls the country of his past in its present state. And the way that Yelda
moves you from past to present---a feat for any author---is simply flawless. Equally impressive,
perhaps, is the way he portrays every aspect of Iran as he found it upon his return after forty
years: with the utmost of sensitivity. His depictions of present-day Iran are told with tenderness,
sincerity, honesty, humor amidst sadness, and a generosity of spirit often lacking in literary
works of this magnitude.This is far more than a history of Iran. Like the book's cover, it is a richly
woven portrait of Iran's people, culture, cuisine, religions, customs, geography, and art. I was
there in Iran with Dr. Rami Yelda . . . without ever having left my living room. A Persian Odyssey:
Iran Revisited is a must read for anyone who wants to learn about this distictive, intricate and
complicated country.-Francine Pappadis Friedman”

The book by Rami Yelda has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 15 people have provided feedback.
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